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Implementing the S-expression Scheme
The organization of the path dictionary and the dictionary searching strategy has considerable impact on the effectiveness of the path dictionary approach.
The best way to utilize a path dictionary is to keep the entire dictionary in main memory.
However, the path dictionary may be too large to store in main memory.
In this paper, we assume that the path dictionary is stored on disk entirely and that a sequential scan is used to locate an s-expression in the path dictionary.
In general, indexes can be built on the path dictionary and part of the path dictionary can be cached in main memory to speed up search. These issues will be addressed in a future paper. S; in the header points to the first occurrence of a class C; OID in the s-expression.
OIDi,j is the OID of the j-th Ci object in the s-expression; this is used to access to the objects in the database.
Every OID in the path dictionary has an associated offset; the offset associated with OIDi~points to the next occurrence of a Ci OID in the s-expression.
To retrieve all the OIDS for class Ci, we start with Si, which will lead us tothe fist Ci OID in the Sexpression, and following the associated oflset value we can reach the next Ci object, and so on. Thus, we can quickly scan through all the OIDS for a class, skipping the OIDS of irrelevant classes. The offset associated with the object of class C~, however, is pointing to the OID of class C~in the new? s-expression, because there is at most one OID of class Cm in an s-expression.
At the end of the s-expression is a special end-of-s-expression (EOS) symbol. s-expressions are stored sequentially on disk pages. In order to reduce the number of page accesses, an s-expression is not allowed to cross page boundaries unless the size of the s-expression is greater than the page size. If an s-expression is too long to fit into the space left in a page, a new page is allocated.
Consequently, free space may be left in a page.
Updates and insertions
to an s-expression may cause a page to overflow.
When a page overflows, a new page is allocated and some of the s-expressions are moved to the new page. Updates, deletions, and splits may rerndt in unused space in a page. In order to effectively keep track of the free space available in the pages, a free space directory (FSD), which records the pages with free space above a certain threshold, is maintained at the beginning of the path dictionary. Figure 5 illustrates the physical structure of a path dictionary which comprises the free space directory and the sexpression pages.
3
Database Operations with Path Dictionary
In this section, we describe how various database operations (i.e., queries and updates) are executed with the path dictionary.
We. assume that a path dictionary for the path Cl .C2 . ..Cn is available.
Consider a query Q which has C: as the target class and CP as the predicate class, where 1< t, p < n. First, the objects in CP are accessed for predicate evaluation. The OIDS of the qualified objects are collected in a set S. Then, the path dictionary is scanned to locate the s-expressions which contain the OIDS in S. From the s-expressions, the OIDS for class Ci objects are obtained, and the objects can then be retrieved from the database. With the path dictionary, we avoid accessing from the database any objects between C* and C=.
When changes are made to the database, the path information in the dictionary must be updated. Since updates to primitive attributes won't change the links among objects, they can proceed as normal and have no effect on the path dictionary.
When complex attributes are modified, however, the path dictionary must be updated as follows. To update the path dictionary to reflect the new path information, the OIDS of the parent objects referencing the new object N and the OIDS of their ancestor objects have to be moved into the ancestor list associated with N. Then, the OID of N and its ancestors are inserted into the ancestor list of its nested objects.
In order to do this, the path dictionary is searched for s-expressions corresponding to N's parent objects.
If found, the OIDS of the parent objects and their ancestors are moved into N's ancestor list. If N references an object O, search path dictionary for the s-expression containing the OID of O and insert N's OID and its ancestors into O's ancestor list.
Object deletion has two possible semantics. The first one only deletes the object itself. The objects nested in the deleted object will not be affected.
For example, a car is junked, but its manufacturer still exists. The other semantics is to also delete all the objects nested in the deleted object.
For example, when a person is removed from the database, the name object associated with him should also be removed.
To distimruish these two semantics. we call the first operation destruction and the second deatrog. To update the path dictionary when an object O is destructed, we first search the path dictionary for the aexpression containing the OH) of O. Then, the OIDS of O and its ancestor list are removed from the s-expression, and a new s-expression for each parent object in O's ancestor list is created. If O is destroyed, the path dictionary is searched for the s-expression containing the OID of O. Remove the aexpression from the dictionary, and make a new s-expression for each parent object of O.
During deletion and destruction, dangling references in the parent objects to the deleted/destructed object must be removed (nullified).
The path dictionary supports this fmction easily, because it maintains an ancestor list for each object, ilom which the parent objects can be accessed.
Storage Cost and Performance Evaluation
In this section, we formulate the cost models to estimate the storage overhead and query processing performance with the path dictionary. Then, we compare the path dictionary with path index [11 in terms of their storage, retrieval, and update cost. We sele~t path index for comparison, because its structure and applicability to queries is close to that of the path dictionary.
The nested index has outstanding performance for certain kind of queries (i.e., queries on a target class to which the indexed attribute is mapped to) [I] . The applicability of the nested index is limited and it requires reverse links built in by the system to support update operations. Therefore, we exclude it from our comparison. A complete comparison among the path dictionary and other techniques (e.g., the nested index, the tree and path signature meth- 
FSL:
the length of the free space field in the free space directory.
EL: the length of EOS.
Performance is based primarily on the number of 1/0 accesses. Since a page is the basic unit for data transfer between the main memory and the external storage device, we use it to estimate the storage overhead and the performance cost. All lengths and sizes used above are in bytes.
To directly adopt the formulae developed in [1], we follow their assumptions:
1. There are no partial instantiation, which implies that Di = N;+l. Table 1 lists the values chosen for the path dictionary.
Storage Overhead Path Dictionary
Each object in the path dictionary is associated with an offset. Therefore, an object will take (UI..L + OFFL) bytes.
The average number of objects in an a-expression is:
NOJ37 == 1 + Km. I + K7t_1Kn._2 + . . . + Kn.lKn.2...ICI.
Thus, the average size of an s-expression is:
The number of pages needed for all of the s-expressions on the path is:
The number of pages needed for the free space directory is:
Therefore, the number of pages needed for the path dictionary is: PDS = FSD + SSP.
Path Index 
Comparison
Using the formulae developed above, we compare the storage cost of the path dictionary and the path index. We choose a path of 4 classes in the comparison.
Also, we fix the cardinality of N1 to 200000 and the average size of an object to 80 bytes. For the formulae above, we find that the size of the path index varies with K1 KzK3 X4, so we fix K4 to 1 for convenience.
Therefore, we can vary the ratios of shared references among the classes, i.e., kl, kz and ks, to observe the change of storage needed for the path dictionary and the path index. Figure 6 shows the storage overhead for the path dictionary and the path index under different values of kl, ka and ks. To observe the impact of ki on the storage overhead of the path dictionary, we vary each ki, 1 s i s 3, from 1 to 1000, and, while ki is being varied, all kjt 1 < j s 3 and j # i is set to 1. We use PDSI, PDS2 and PDS3, respectively, to represent the storage costs for the path dictionary when kl, kz or ks is being varied, and PIS to represent the storage cost of the path index. The result shows that PDSI~PDS2 s PDS3 s PIS. The reason for PDS1~PDS2~PDS3 is that when the ratios of shared references for the top classes of the path increase, the number of objects in the bottom classes decreases. In other words, due to assumption
(1) and (3), the number of objects in the database are decreasing with respect to the increase of ki i values.
Figure 6: Storage overhead.
PDSI has fewer obiects in the database than PDS2. which in turn has fewer objects in the database than PDS3: PIS has the highest storage cost due to the redundancy in shared references. It replicates the OIDS of the shared nested objects in the leaf nodes of the path index, When the number of objects in the database decreases with respect to the increase of ki values, the replication of shared nested OIDS increases.
Retrieval Cost
Path Dictionary
To answer a query Q which has Ct as target class and CP as predicate class, where 1 < t, p < n, the path dictionary approach will have to retrieve all of the objects in class CP for predicate evaluation, then completely scan the path dictionary to return objects in Ct. Therefore, the number of pages accessed for object retrieval is:
Path Index
The cost model developed for retrieval with the path index is as follows [I] . The number of pages accessed for object retrieval is:
where h = height of path index -1.
Without Path Dictionary/Path Index
To answer a query without a path dictionary or path index, we have to consider the following conditions:
1.
t < p: The query maybe answered using the top-down approach, the bottom-up approach, or a combination of both. Assuming that objects in each class are clustered. The number of page accesses for top-down approach:
IT-R = [NtS,/F'l + N,([St+, /Pl + . ..+ [S=/Pl) Figure  7 shows that, for the queries with a predicate specified on an indexed attribute, the path index approach is superior to the other two approaches. However, we also observe that the path dictionary approach does reduce the retrieval cost compared to the case without any indexes. The path dictionary is a more general mechanism than the path index in terms of improving the general performance for different kinds of queries. The path dictionary may be used to process queries with medicate classes located anywhere on the path, while the path index can only be used to process queries with predicates on the indexed at tribut es. To compare the overall performance of the path dictionary and the path index approaches for dWerent kinds of queries, we evaluate the total cost of the following queries against the classes on the path: 
Comparison
The update cost of the path dictionary and the path index is compared in Figure  9 . We use the same test cases in the previous comparisons. Comparing to the path index, the path dictionary's update cost is high. This is due to the sequential scan of the path dictionary when locating the g-expressions to be updated. An additional index which maps OIDS to the s-expressions in the path dictionary shall significantly improve the performance [7] .
Conclusion
Allowing an object to be stored as an attribute of other objects is one of the most important features of the objectoriented database systems. This feature significantly enhances the modeling power of object-oriented data model over other data models. Consequent ly queries on nested objects has to be supported by 00 DBSS. The main obstacle for nested queries is the cost of forward or backward traversals along the path between the target and predicate objects. To expedite queries on nested objects, several indexing and signature file approaches have been proposed. However, the storage overhead and maintenance cost of these mechanisms are quit e expensive.
One of the common problems of previous indexing techniques is the ineffective support of traversals from an object to its nested objects and vice versa. This paper emphasises the importance to query processing of keeping nested information on the paths, especially for those frequently traversed ones. We introduce the path dictionary, which is a secondary structure for storing information of a path defined in the aggregation hierarchy. It supports effectively different types of queries. We also developed cost models for the storage overhead, retrieval cost, and various update costs. Using these models, we compare the cost of the path dictionary and path index under Merent degrees of reference sharing among objeets in the classes. We show that the path dictionary yields a dramatic improvement on retrieval cost over the traditional methods while keeping the storage overhead quite reasonable.
We are investigating techniques that combine indexing and signature file techniques with the path dictionary and other implement ation issues such as caching the path information in main memory.
We believe that the full use of path information embedded among objects will significantly improve the performance of object-oriented database systems.
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